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after this part, i created a collider mesh to simulate the base of
the wall, this was quite easy but i had to simulate the cracks and

the rest of the wall on top of the collider, the walls were thick
enough to keep them from falling off the plate but thin enough

to allow some shrinkage. the simulation of the top was the
trickiest part, it had to be thin and disccrete without being

affected by the render distance. to finish the simulation, i had to
add all the new cases that need to be updated to reach a

satisfactory performance. the fragmets falling to the ground
could be treated from the camera, by setting the material to be

transparent and selecting the appropriate material for each
case. the solver can be used to simulate brittle media in an

environment which is suitable for the use of standard solvers. an
example is the simulation of prefractured stucco, stone or

concrete blocks, where the deformation is coupled with the
processes of cracking and collapsing the block. likewise, the

solver can be used as a post-processing tool to simulate the last
stage of the breaking process of the slab, simply by changing
the material of the pieces of the shards that are being cut and
by coupling the fracture with the deformation of the rest of the
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simulation. moreover, pulldownit is a good choice for
accelerating the simulation of 3d prefractured models, which are

a very important characteristic for simulation tools. thus, all
those effects that take place after the fracture (such as the

presence of deformations) can be coupled with the dynamics
solver, thereby obtaining improved results in a reasonable

amount of computation.
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for maya 2016 i wrote an additional script to solve all the
compatibility issues with hierarchical meshes. you need to run

the script before running pulldownit to create the objects tree in
the way pulldownit expects, you can find it on github as

pulldownit_custommesh_utility in a folder called help. as a bonus
i have developed a script to export the objects data to.ini files

that can be used as a template to generate the obj files of each
object of the scene, this way for each object you just need to
add the root mean square position, the total mass, and the

fracture strength to the.ini file, this information can be found in
the lxml library. the code is in the pulldownit_export_objects.py
script located on github in the export objects branch. muhaha!
tis not perfect but its working with a maya 2016 scene as of the

20th of may 2018, i will continue working on the project, i'm
sure it will have a few more fixes.. and, of course, i'll add a few

more features in future updates. for the crumbling walls and the
small windows, i pulled it out to pieces. i did an hour of work on

the wall on the left, and i succeeded in generating a decent
amount of mesh. i exported it from pulldownit and very quickly
checked the result in maya and i was really happy with the fine
results. i moved on to the wall on the right and cut it, checking
the result of each element at every step, so that i could put it

back in simulation after all walls were cut and cut again, so that
the simulation always have the best result. in this phase i

realized that one of the benefits of pulldownit is not only about
creating fragments but also about simulating aspects of the

destruction process. in this case, for the right wall i only added
strong stress lines because it was easy, but the simulation was
also very fast, and i knew that it was very realistic. 5ec8ef588b
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